
Guidelines for good practice in working in intercultural educational contexts 
 
The learning points in this document are the result of a reflection of the two-week online 
Summer School ‘Sharing Good Practice in Multilingual and Intercultural Virtual Learning Spaces’ 
(June-July, 2021).The Summer School was a partnership project between the School of 
Education, communication and Language Sciences, Newcastle University, UK and the School of 
Education, University of Nicosia, Cyprus. It was funded by the Association of Commonwealth 
Universities through the Virtual Mobility Project Grants. 
 
These guidelines were collaboratively produced by the Summer School organisers  
(Sara Ganassin, Marina Rodosthenous, Alexandra Georgiou, Raúl Valdivia Murgueytio, Thinh 
Ngoc Pham and Müge Satar) and they are based on the work of the 40 student-participants as 
well as on the organisers’ own observations. 
 
Defining ‘good practice’: Cenoz (2013) understands that good pedagogical practices are 
developed by well trained teachers who use the appropriate materials to create the conditions 
where all stakeholders’ voices are heard. However, what constitutes 'good practice' might be 
subjective and contextual as it depends on forms of learning, pedagogical approaches, cultural 
and geographical settings. 
 
Importance of dialogic teaching: According to Alexander (2004, p.1) a good practice ‘aims to 
be more consistently searching and more genuinely reciprocal and cumulative’. That means that 
teaching is dialogic and interactive and allows students to have a crucial role on the ways in 
which they are engaged with their own learning. Fiona, Cook and Lähdesmäki believe that 
cultural literacy is a ‘transformational concept that opens up a dialogic space” (2019, p. 389) 
and often presupposes intercultural perspectives.  They point out that “it is through dialogic 
pedagogy that we can encourage our young people to become tolerant, empathetic, inclusive of 
other positions’[...] ‘sensitive to one’s own and others’ identities, heritages and cultures’ (Fiona 
et al., 2019, p. 384).  
 
Multimodal methodologies:  By allowing learners to interact with each other with the use of 
different semiotic modes (use of images, moving images, text), especially when learners do not 
share the same linguistic resources, multimodal methodologies can create spaces for meaningful 
and creative interactions. They give learners the opportunity to experiment with other 
communicative modes and to portray their literacy skills without making explicit references to 
their linguistic competence(s). 
 
Teachers as facilitators rather than knowledge providers: One of the cornerstones of 
intercultural education is the possibility of learning about different perspectives and lived 
experiences, which is particularly important in the case of culturally diverse groups. 
Participatory methodologies can allow people to share their points of view and learn from each 
other. In this context, the role of the teacher is more of a facilitator, someone able to steer the 
process of collective knowledge production rather than being a fount of wisdom. This approach 
echoes Paulo Freire’s (1970, 1973) critique of the ‘banking model’ of education that sees 
students as containers into which educators must put knowledge. By introducing learners in the 
Summer School to Photovoice (see Wang & Burris, 1997), a form of participatory action 



research (PAR), we encouraged them to rethink their role as educators and researchers, and to 
challenge their position of authority in processes of learning and knowledge creation.  
 
Importance of challenging the ‘monolingual norm’: Good practices should contribute to 
challenge the idea, dominant in a number of teaching and learning contexts, that 
monolingualism is the norm (Ellis, 2007). Teachers and learners do not need to speak multiple 
languages to have a positive attitude toward multilingualism. For example, they can encourage 
multilingual learners to share their cultural and linguistic experiences with others in the class. 
 
No language is better than the others: It is important for educators to challenge dominant 
ideological discourses relating to the value of certain languages, especially in comparison to 
others (e.g., as seen in García-Mateus & Palmer, 2017). No language is superior to the others and 
all linguistic resources are an added value to the classroom. 
 
Adopting a ‘repertoire approach’: Multilingualism should be seen as an asset rather than as a 
problem. A repertoire approach towards multilingualism draws on the idea that people can 
draw on their available linguistic and non-linguistic resources in a flexible manner to learn, 
communicate and make meaning (Blommaert & Backus 2013; Busch, 2015). By offering 
learners the opportunity to freely alternate between their available resources we effectively 
support the educational experiences of all students in terms of social and linguistic 
development. 
 
Valuing learners’ diversity: Recognising learners’ talents and abilities as ‘linguistic and 
cultural brokers’ when it comes to their multilingual and intercultural competencies (based on 
Piller, 2017 p. 190) is important to create a learning environment that promotes, values and 
supports such diversity. It is important for teachers to create an environment that recognises 
and addresses the needs of multilingual learners, whilst also valuing their multilingual abilities 
and the additional benefits this may have, particularly to their learning. 
 
Challenging stereotypes in the classroom: Teachers should actively challenge any 
categorisation of learners based on stereotypes or preconceived ideas about their identities. 
Instead, they should support students to ‘lead the way’ when it comes to sharing and exploring 
their multilingual and intercultural experiences and identities (see Piller, 2017). 
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